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When the clock passes one minute, the previous time would be history and 

there was no way to go back to time. I'm the kind of person who value every 

single minute in my life. I didn't mind to spend a long amount of time to do 

something that was meaningful, but I would not waste my time to do 

something that I considered useless or wasting time. 

Last summer one of my friends spent her whole summer going to school. She

took few classes at Mesa College. She tried to finish school as fast as she 

could by taking as much classes as she can over the school year and 

summer as well. I always give her advice about rushing through college, 

because you can miss the important things in life by rushing through it. I 

prefer to spend half of the summer to go to school and the other half 

enjoying the summer. For example, last year I spent the first eight weeks of 

my summer break taking three classes at SDSU. After that I spent the rest of 

the summer go out with my friends, camping, and parties. In three months of

that summer, I could take extra class for college and also have fun at the 

same time. 

Most people think that eatingfast foodcan save time, however, I prefer 

spending two hour at home cooking my own meal rather than eating at a 

restaurant or a fastfoodstore. When you eat at a restaurant you can't have 

the same feeling as eating at home because the satisfaction, the energy and 

thought is not in the meal that you eat. For instance, when you cook a meal 

for your love one such as friends, andfamily. You would put all your thought 

and energy to make a good meal to share with them. 
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My sister always likes to do everything ahead of time. Whenever her 

professor assign any project that is due in one week, she would stay up late 

at night to finish it on the first day. Sometime I asked her " Why did you all 

these stuff so early, when it not due until next week?" Then my sister just 

smiled and told me that she tried to save time because she didn't like to take

time doing one thing. She rather finishes one thing ahead of time then goes 

on with another thing. However, I didn't think it was a good idea to save 

time, because my sister uses her sleeping hour to do something that she 

consider save time. She just not cares about herhealthat all, which was very 

important thing in our life. 

Many people seemed to waste their time on unnecessary things in life. Time 

should be a value moment in life. Use the time wisely because if you rush 

through things in life you to achieve something, you might not know you 

have missed. However, if you spend a long amount of time on doing 

something that was worthless, then it would be a waste of time. Treasure 

each moment in our life because once time pass, that previous moment in 

our life would be history. 
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